Alvin C. York Institute
Visual Art Syllabus
“Prepare and Excel”
Course Title: Visual Art
Instructor: Ms. Allison Stucker
Contact information: astucker@yaidragons.com
Teacher Motto: Always give 100%
School Phone: 931-879-8101
Teacher Beliefs: My philosophy of teaching is that one person can make a difference in a person’s life, so you must
try your best to make it positive. I make learning as painless as possible: I try to come up with creative ideas to make
learning fun. Art is everywhere you look and living in this beautiful rural area, it is my pleasure to teach students how
to recognize and possibly duplicate that beauty
Major Texts: Davis Publishing: The Visual Experience
Weekly Art Articles-Teacher provided
Instructional Philosophy: Class discussion, group presentation, reading assignments, pen/paper practice, note taking, listening
skills, and hands-on activities.
Grading Policy:
Participation/Attendance
50% Everyday
Unexcused absences will lower student’s grade.
Tests
40%
1 per unit
Tests can be retaken the following Wednesday after the initial test during activity period. The highest grade will be used in
calculation. Quizzes will not have retakes.
Homework
5%
1-5 per unit
All homework is due on the date posted.
Art journal
5%
Everyday
Drawing in art journal for the majority of sketch time per class period.
I will provide timely feedback on assignments weekly. Grades can be found on Skyward so students as well as parent can view
them.
Accommodation Options: All IEP’s, 504’s, ILP’s will be followed per state guidelines. Students with issues that are not easily
apparent should meet with the teacher at their first available opportunity to determine options.
Course Description: All students will begin to use a more creative approach to drawing and design. Students will look at the
world with greater observational skills. Students have every opportunity to succeed in the classroom, and it is the student’s
responsibility to take advantage of that opportunity.
Course Content and Objectives:
●
●
●
●
●

To expand a detailed study and experiment with the visual elements: Line, Shape, Form, Color, Value, Texture, and
Space in order that the mechanics of drawing can be understood.
To expand a detailed study and experiment with the principles of design along with the visual elements in order to be
able to organize your ideas and thoughts into the most pleasing work of art.
To understand and explore various drawing and design techniques to be familiar with the advantages and/or
disadvantages of each.
To develop and expand various drawing and design techniques to be able to render your ideas as you would like, and,
To be more advanced and creative with your ideas and thoughts and to experiment and grow.

Course Calendar/Schedule: Time permitting 4-6 Chapters will be covered

Chapter One: What is Art?
Lesson one: What is Art?
Lesson two:  Why do artist create?
Lesson three: The language of art.
Chapter Review p. 11
Artist Showcase: p. 10
Connections: Social Studies, Spanish
Chapter Two: How should we look at Art?
Lesson one: Learning from a work of art.
Lesson two: Thinking about a work of art.
Lesson three: Learning about a work of art.
Meet the artist: Georgia O’Keeffe
Connections: Language Arts
Chapter Three: Line
Lesson 3.1: A Quick Look at Line-Obj. Perceive & identify a variety of lines, Explain how artists use
descriptive, implied, and expressive lines in AW.
Lesson 3.2: Descriptive lines-Obj. Differentiate between contour and outline and how Artists use each. Perceive
how artists effectively create images with single lines, identify hatching and crosshatching and explain why they are
used in artworks.
Lesson 3.3: Implied Lines
Lesson 3.4 The Expressive Qualities of Line
Meet the artist: Elizabeth Catlett p. 38, Kitagawa Utamaro p.44
Art History: Alexander Calder’s Circus
Art Criticism: Kitagawa Utamaro p.44
Connections: Social Studies Studio Projects:
Drawing expressive movement
Gesture drawings
Expressive line design
Yarn painting
Contour lines
Line insects
Blind contour lines
Shading Tech.
Chapter four: Shape, Form and Space
Lesson 4.2 & 4.3: Shapes and forms
Lesson two: Space
Lesson three: How we perceive shape, form and space
Lesson four: How artists create shapes and forms in space
Lesson five: What difference spaces, shapes, and forms express
Meet the artist: M.C. Escher
Connections: Math
Studio Projects:
Drawing landscapes
Surrealism objects
One-point perspective drawings Two-paint perspective drawings
Block letterings
Soap carving
High relief glue prints
Chapter Five: Value and Color
Lesson 5.2: Light and Dark Value
Lesson 5.3: Color Schemes
Lesson 5.7: Creating a Spectrum of Color
Lesson 5.8: Exploring Mixed Color
Meet the artist: Elizabeth Murray
Connections: Science
Studio Projects:
Photo Collage and mixed media
Using color to create an expressive statement
Expressive portrait
Color phrases
Chapter Twelve: Careers in art
Lesson one: Careers in Business and industry

Lesson two: Environmental and Education Careers
Meet the artist: I.M. Pei
Connections: Technology Studio Projects:
Animation
Storyboards
Cartoons
House plans
Caricatures
CD covers

Book making
Illustration

Landscape design
Papier mache

If you need to meet with me, please feel free to contact me so we can schedule the best time.

